The multidimensional assignment problem (MAP) (abbreviated s-AP in the case of s dimensions) is an extension of the well-known assignment problem. The most studied case of MAP is 3-AP, though the problems with larger values of s have also a number of applications. In this paper we consider four fast construction heuristics for MAP. One of the heuristics is new. A modification of the heuristics is proposed to optimize the access to slow computer memory. The results of computational experiments for several instance families are provided and discussed.
Introduction
The Multidimensional Assignment Problem (MAP) (abbreviated s-AP in the case of s dimensions) is a well-known optimization problem with a host of applications (see, e.g., [4, 6, 7] for 'classic' applications and [5, 17] for recent applications in solving systems of polynomial equations and centralized multisensor multitarget tracking). In fact, several applications described in [5, 6, 17] naturally require the use of s-AP for values of s larger than 3.
MAP is an extension of a well-known Assignment Problem (AP) which is exactly two dimensional case of MAP. While AP can be solved in a polynomial time [14] , s-AP for s > 2 is NP-hard [8] .
For a fixed s ≥ 2, the s-AP is stated as follows. Let X 1 = X 2 = . . . = X s = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We will consider only vectors that belong to the Cartesian product X = X 1 × X 2 × . . . × X s . Each vector e ∈ X is assigned a nonnegative weight w(e). For a vector e ∈ X, the component e j denotes its jth coordinate, i.e., e j ∈ X j . A collection of t ≤ n vectors e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e t is a (feasible) partial assignment if e i j = e k j holds for each i = k and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}. The weight of a partial assignment A is w(A) = t i=1 w(e i ). An assignment (or full assignment ) is a partial assignment with n vectors. The objective is to find an assignment of minimum weight.
The 3-AP is the most studied case of MAP so far. Aiex et al. introduce a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure for 3-AP in [1] ; an exact algorithm for 3-AP is proposed by Balas and Saltzman in [4]; Crama and Spieksma discuss some special cases of 3-AP and propose approximation algorithms for them. A memetic approach is tried by Huang and Lim in [11] . The more general case of s-AP for arbitrary values of s is less studied. The most recent research by Gutin, Goldengorin and Huang overviews the previous results and discusses the worst case analysis of several MAP construction heuristics [10] .
Heuristics
There are three construction heuristics for MAP known from the literature: Greedy, Max-Regret [4, 5] , and ROM [10] . In this paper, we propose a modification of ROM, Shift-ROM, and compare all four heuristics with respect to solution quality and running time.
Greedy heuristic
The Greedy heuristic starts with an empty partial assignment A = ∅. On each of n iterations Greedy finds a vector e ∈ X of minimum weight, such that A ∪ {e} is a feasible partial assignment, and adds it to A.
The time complexity of Greedy heuristic is O(n s + (n − 1) s + . . . + 2 s + 1) = O(n s+1 ) (if the Greedy algorithm is implemented via sorting of all the vectors according to their weights, the algorithm complexity is O(n s · log n s ) however this implementation is inefficient, see Subsection 3.1).
Max-Regret
The Max-Regret heuristic was first introduced in [4] for 3-AP and its modifications for s-AP were considered in [5] .
Max-Regret proceeds as follows. Initialize partial assignment A = ∅. Set 
ROM
The Recursive Opt Matching (ROM) is introduced in [10] as a heuristic of large domination number (see [10] for definitions and results in domination analysis). ROM proceeds as follows. Initialize the assignment A with the trivial vectors:
On each jth iteration of the heuristic, j = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1, calculate an n × n matrix M i,v = e∈Y (j,i,v) w(e), where Y (j, i, v) is a set of all vectors e ∈ X such that the first j coordinates of the vector e are equal to the first j coordinates of the vector A i and the (j + 1)th coordinate of e is v: Y (j, i, v) = {e ∈ X : e k = A i k , 1 ≤ k ≤ j and e j+1 = v}. Let permutation π be a solution of the 2-AP for the matrix M . Set
Shift-ROM
A disadvantage of the ROM heuristic is that it is not symmetric with respect to the dimensions. For example, if the vector weights do not depend significantly on the last coordinate then the algorithm is likely to work badly. Shift-ROM is intended to solve this problem by trying ROM for different permutations of the instance dimensions. However, we do not wish to try all s! possible dimension permutations as that would increase the running time of the algorithm quite significantly and instead we use only s different permutations:
In other words, on each run Shift-ROM applies ROM to the problem; upon completion, it renumbers the dimensions for the next run in the following way: X 1 := X 2 , X 2 := X 3 , . . . , X s−1 := X s , X s := X 1 . After s runs, the best solution is selected.
The time complexity of Shift-ROM heuristic is O((n
Time Complexity Comparison
Now we can gather the information about the time complexity of the considered heuristics. The following table shows the time complexity of each of the heuristics for different values of s.
the operations take approximately the same time. We will use a more sophisticated model in our further discussion. The idea is to differentiate fast and low memory access operations. The weight matrix of a MAP instance is normally stored in the Random Access Memory (RAM) of the computer. RAM's capacity is large enough for the very large instances, e.g., nowadays RAM of a common desktop PC is able to hold the weight matrix for 3-AP with n = 700, i.e., 3.43 · 10 8 weights 1 . RAM is a fast storage; one can load gigabytes of data from RAM in one second. However, RAM has a comparatively high latency, i.e., it takes a lot of time for the processor to access even a small portion of data in RAM. The processor cache is intended to minimize the time spent by the processor for waiting for RAM response.
The processor cache exploits two heuristics: firstly, if some data was recently used then there is a high probability it will be used again soon and, secondly, the data is used successively, i.e., if some portion of data is used now then it is probably that the successive portion of data will be used soon. As an example, consider an in place vector multiplication algorithm: on every iteration the algorithm loads a value from the memory, multiplies it and saves the result at the same memory position. So, the algorithm accesses every portion of data twice and the data is accessed successively, i.e., the algorithm accesses the first element of the data, then it accesses the second element, the third etc.
Processor cache 2 is a temporary data storage, relatively small and fast, usually located on the same chip as the processor. It contains several cache lines of the same size; each cache line holds a copy of some fragment of the data stored in RAM. Each time the processor needs to access some data in RAM it checks whether this data is already presented in the cache. If this is the case, it accesses this data in the cache instead. Otherwise a 'miss' is detected, the processor suspends, some cache line is freed and a new portion of data is loaded from RAM to cache. Then the processor resumes and accesses the data in the cache as normally. Note that in case of a 'miss' the system loads the whole cache line that is currently 64 bytes on the most of the modern computers [2] and this size tends to grow with the development of computer architecture. Thus, if a program accesses some value in the memory several times in a short period of time it is very probably that this data will be loaded from RAM just once and then will be stored in the cache so the access time will be minimal. Moreover, if some value is accessed and, thus, loaded from RAM to the processor cache, it is probably that the next value is also loaded since the cache line is large enough to store several values.
With respect to MAP heuristics, there are two key rules for improving the memory subsystem performance:
1. The successive access to the weight matrix (scan), i.e., access to the matrix in the order of its alignment in the memory, is strongly preferred (we use the row-major order [13] for weight matrix in our implementation of the algorithms). Note that if an algorithm accesses, e.g., every second weight in the matrix and does it in the right order, the real complexity of this scan for the memory subsystem is the same as the complexity of a full scan since loading of one value causes loading of several neighbor values.
2. One should minimize the number of the weight matrix scans as much as possible. Even a partial matrix scan is likely to access much more data than the processor cache is able to store, i.e., the data will be loaded from RAM all over again for every scan.
Following these rules may significantly improve the running time of the heuristics. In our experiments, the benefit of following these rules was a speedup of roughly speaking 2 to 5 times.
Greedy heuristic optimization
A common implementation of the greedy heuristic for combinatorial optimization problem involves sorting of all the weights in the problem. In case of MAP this approach is inefficient since we actually need only n vectors from the n s set. Another natural implementation of the Greedy heuristic is to scan all available vectors and to choose the lightest one on each iteration but it is very unfriendly with respect to the memory subsystem: it performs n scans of the weight matrix.
We propose a combination of these approaches; our algorithm proceeds as follows. Let A = ∅ be a partial assignment and B an array of vectors. While |A| < n, i.e., A is not a full assignment, the following is repeated. We scan the weight matrix to fill array B with k vectors corresponding to k minimal weights in non-decreasing order: if the weight of the current vector is less than the largest weight in B then we insert the current vector to B in an appropriate position and, if necessary, remove the last element of B. Then, for each vector e ∈ B, starting from the lightest, we check whether A ∪ {e} is a feasible partial assignment and, if so, add e to A. Note, that during the second and further cycles we scan not the whole weight matrix but only a subset X ′ ⊂ X of the vectors that can be included into the partial assignment A with the feasibility preservation: A ∪ {x} is a partial assignment for any x ∈ X ′ . The size of the array B is calculated as k = min{64, |X ′ |}. The constant 64 is obtained from experiments.
The algorithm is especially efficient on the first iterations, i.e., in the hardest part of its work, while the most of the vectors are feasible. However, there exists a bad case for this heuristic. Assume that the weight matrix contains a lot of vectors of the minimal weight w min . Then the array B will be filled with vectors of the weight w min at the beginning of the scan and, thus, it will contain a lot of similar vectors (recall that the weight matrix is stored in the row-major order and only the last coordinates are varied at the beginning of the scan, so all the vectors processed at the beginning of the scan are likely to have the same first coordinates). As a result, selecting the first of these vectors will cause infeasibility for the other vectors in B. We use an additional heuristic to decrease the running time of the Greedy algorithm for such instances. Let w min be the minimum possible weight: w min = min e∈X ′ w(e) (sometimes this value is known like for Random instance family it is 1, see Section 4, or one can assume that w min = −∞). If it occurs during the matrix scan that all the vectors in B have the weight w min , i.e., w(B i ) = w min for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then the rest of the scan can be skipped because there is certainly no vector lighter than the maximum weight vector in B. Moreover, it is safe to update w min with the maximum weight of a vector in B every time before the next matrix scan.
Max-Regret Heuristic Optimization
The Max-Regret heuristic naturally requires O(n 2 s) weight matrix partial scans. Each of these scans fixes one coordinate and, thus, every available vector e ∈ X ′ (see Subsection 3.1) is accessed s times during each iteration, and this access is very inefficient when the last coordinate is fixed (recall that the weight matrix is stored in a row-major order and, thus, if the last coordinate is fixed then the algorithm accesses every nth value in the memory, i.e., the access is very non-successive and one can assume that this scan will load the whole weight matrix from RAM to cache). In our more detailed computer model, the time complexity of the non-optimized Max-Regret is O((s − 1) · n s+1 + n s+2 ). We propose another way to implement Max-Regret. Let us scan the whole available vectors set X ′ on each iteration. Let L be an n×s matrix of the lightest vector pairs: L 
To fill the matrix L we do the following: for every vector e ∈ X ′ and for every coordinate 1 The proposed algorithm performs just n partial scans of the weight matrix. The matrix L is usually small enough to fit in the processor cache, so the access to L is fast. Thus, the time complexity of the optimized Max-Regret in our more detailed computer model is O(n s+1 ).
ROM Heuristic Optimization
The ROM heuristic can be implemented in a very friendly with respect to the memory access way. On the first iteration it fixes the first two coordinates (n 2 combinations) and enumerates all vectors with these fixed coordinates. Thus, it scans the whole weight matrix successively. On the next iteration it fixes three coordinates (n 2 combinations as the second coordinate depends on the first one), and enumerates all vectors with these fixed coordinates. Thus, it scans n 2 solid n s−3 -size fragments of the weight matrix; further iterations are similar. As a result, the time complexity of ROM in our more detailed computer model is the same as in a simple one: O(n s + sn 3 ).
Shift-ROM Heuristic Optimization
The Shift-ROM heuristic is an extension of ROM; it simply runs ROM s times, starting it from different coordinates. However, not every run of ROM is efficient as a part of Shift-ROM. Let us consider the case when the first iteration of ROM fixes the last two coordinates. For each of the n 2 combinations of the last two coordinate values, the heuristic scans the whole weight matrix with the step n 2 between the accessed weights, i.e., the distance between the successively accessed weights in the memory is n 2 elements, which is very inefficient. A similar situation occurs when the first and the last dimensions are fixed.
To avoid this disadvantage, we propose the following algorithm. Let M d be an n × n matrix for every 1 ≤ d ≤ s. Initialize M 
,e d+1 + w(e) (here we assume that e s+1 = e 1 ). Now the matrices M d can be used for the first iteration of every ROM run.
When applying this technique, only one full matrix scan is needed for the heuristic and this scan is successive. There are several other inefficient iterations like fixing of the last three coordinates but they influence the performance insignificantly.
Test Bed
In this paper we consider four instance families.
Random instance family is a family of random instances, i.e., w(e) is chosen arbitrary for each e ∈ X. Each weight is a uniformly distributed integer number in the interval [1, 100]. This instance family is used in [1, 4, 16] and some other papers.
Composite instance family is a family of semi-random instances. They were introduced by Crama and Spieksma for 3-AP as the T problem [7] . We extend this family for s-AP case.
In [7] the 3-AP problem is interpreted as follows. Given a complete tripartite
, find a subset A of n triangles, A ⊂ X 1 × X 2 × X 3 , such that every element of X 1 ∪ X 2 ∪ X 3 occurs in exactly one triangle of A, and the total weight of all the edges covered by triangles A is minimized. The weight of a triangle is calculated as the sum of weights of its edges; the weight of an edge (i, j) ∈ X 1 × X 2 is d 1 i,j , the weight of an edge (i, j) ∈ X 2 × X 3 is d 2 i,j , and the weight of an edge (i, j) ∈ X 1 × X 3 is d 3 i,j , where d 1 , d 2 , and d 3 are random n × n matrices of non-negative numbers. In our interpretation of the problem,
We introduce an extension of the T problem from [7] . Let us consider a graph
where the weight of an edge (i, j) ∈ X 1 × X 2 is d 1 i,j , the weight of an edge (i, j) ∈ X 2 × X 3 is d Additional conditions are applied in [7] to the random matrices d 1 , d 2 , and d
3 , but we do not use these restrictions.
CS instance set is the instance set used by Crama and Spieksma in [7] for the T ∆ problem that is a special case of T , i.e., CS is a subset of the Composite instance family. There are three types of instances, 6 instances per each type: 3 instances of size 33 and 3 instances of size 66. All the instances are of 3-AP. The CS instances meet the triangle inequality, i.e., d
, 2, 3} and every i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. For detailed information, see [7] .
GP instance family contains pseudo-random instances with the predefined solutions. Predefined instances are generated by an algorithm described by Grundel and Pardalos in [9] . The generator is naturally designed for s-AP for arbitrary large values of s and n. The GP generator is relatively slow and, thus, it was impossible to experiment with large GP instances.
All the instances for this paper are generated with the standard Miscrosoft .NET random generator [15] which is based on the Donald E. Knuth's subtractive random number generator algorithm [12] . For the seed of the random number sequence we use the following number: seed = s + n + i, where i is the index of the instance of this type, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}. The GP generator is implemented in C++ programming language and, thus, the standard Visual C++ random number generator is used instead; the seed for it is calculated in the same way. The generator for GP instances is available on the web (http://www.ici.ro/camo/forum/grudel/map.txt). The CS instances and solutions are taken from http://www.econ.kuleuven.ac.be/public/NDBAE03/instancesEJOR.htm.
Experimental Results
We have conducted a number of experiments for the optimized versions of the Greedy, Max-Regret, ROM, and Shift-ROM heuristic (see Section 3). The test bed is discussed in Section 4.
Every experiment, except the experiments with CS instances, includes 10 runs for each of the heuristics; so, 10 instances are produced for every experiment. The evaluation platform is based on AMD Athlon 64 X2 3.0 GHz processor.
The headers in the tables below are as follows:
s is the number of dimensions of the instance.
n is the linear size of the instance, i.e., n = |X 1 | = |X 2 | = . . . = |X s |.
Best is the average for the best known objective values for the corresponding instances.
Opt. is the best objective value of the instance. This header is applicable to CS instances only.
Solution error, % is the average value, in percent, over the optimal solution: error = (value − opt)/opt · 100%, where value is the objective value obtained by the heuristic and opt is the optimal objective value. For the instance families where the optimal objective value is unknown, the Best value (see above) is used instead.
Running time, ms is the average running time, in milliseconds.
Gr is for Greedy.
M-R is for Max-Regret.
R is for ROM.
S-R is for Shift-ROM.
The results of the experiments with the Random instance family are presented in Table 1 . One can see that the solution quality of all the construction heuristics is very poor; the error exceeds 200% over the optimum value on average for every heuristic. (Note that the best values reported for the Random instances are equal or very close to the minimum possible objective values, i.e., to n, and, thus, are equal or very close to the optimal objective values; recall that the minimum weight of every vector in Random instance family is 1.) Shift-ROM outperforms other heuristics with respect to solution quality on average. For some instances Max-Regret performs better but this is at the cost of much larger running times. Greedy is approximately 100 times faster than Shift-ROM and 2000 times faster than Max-Regret (one can assume that the speedup heuristic in the Greedy implementation works well in this case since Random instances have a lot of vectors of the minimum possible weight) but it is not much worse than the other heuristics with respect to solution quality.
The results of experiments with the Composite instance family are presented in Table 2 . The solution quality here is much better than in the previous experiments. Max-Regret produces the best solutions for 3-AP while Shift-ROM is the best for s-AP for s ≥ 4. Both Shift-ROM and especially Max-Regret are slow; the fastest heuristic is ROM and it produces relatively good solutions. Greedy is slower and produces worse solutions that the ROM heuristic for the Composite instances. Table 3 contains the experimental results for the CS instance set. Note that CS contains instances of three types; the instances of the same type are grouped together in the table. One can see that the quality of the Shift-ROM heuristic is almost always better than the quality of all other heuristics. ROM solution quality is close to Shift-ROM solution quality and it outperforms Max-Regret and Greedy with respect to both solution quality and running time.
For the GP instance family (Table 4 ) Max-Regret and Shift-ROM show the best solution quality; the average error for both heuristics is about 10%. However, Shift-ROM maximum error never exceeds 16.1% while Max-Regret error reaches up to 25.7%, and Max-Regret is approximately 10 times slower than Shift-ROM. ROM is the fastest heuristic for GP and it produces only 1.5 times worse solutions than Max-Regret and Shift-ROM.
Conclusion
The comparison of the construction heuristics considered in this paper shows that the selection of a particular heuristic depends on the instance set and the quality/time requirements. Greedy is a very fast heuristic for the Random instance family; ROM and Shift-ROM perform well for the Composite instances due to their dimensionwise nature. However, in most of the cases Max-Regret and Shift-ROM, in particular, produce the best solutions. Moreover, Shift-ROM is more stable than Max-Regret with respect to both solution quality and running time. The ROM heuristic operates significantly faster than Shift-ROM at the price of relatively small solution quality decrease. The Greedy heuristic is fast but usually produces the worst solutions. 
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